Isothermal cover

Solar bubble covers
Simplicity and performance
Pool cover

Heating or
refreshing power

Limitation of heat
loss

Reduced
evaporation

Strong & thick

Reduced
photosynthesis

Solar bubble covers
Why use a solar cover?

The solar cover or bubble cover (or isothermal cover) is used as soon as the swimming pool is put into service in the spring and until the end
of autumn for Southern regions. It has many advantages to be selected depending on their characteristics and customer requirements.
Made to measure and therefore adapted to your pool, the solar cover floats on the water and has 2 distinctive sides:
• Water side: bubbles acting as thermal insulation.
• Visible side: anti-U.V.
The thickness of the bubble cover is a selection criterion and corresponds to the thickness of the polyethylene film (bubbles not included).
It is expressed in microns (1 micron = 0.001 mm). We propose 400 or 500 micron bubble covers.

Range
Round bubble structure:

12 mm round bubbles (standard) in 400 µ thick.
The economic solution available in 4 colours.

OXO structure:

Alternating bubble shapes,
round and X, in 500 µ.
Endurance performance:
An innovating shape composed of two
complementary bubbles designed for
endurance thanks to its even thickness.

NEW
Insulation performance:
A bubble that optimises its floating on
the water thanks to a flat contact.
Reduced thermal exchanges (no water
penetration).
Optimised bubble surface area for effective
insulation.

Thermal performance:
More effective dispersion of Uvs into
the water using more marked curves.

Float
line

Geobubble™ structure:

"Double-dome” bubbles, in 500 µ.
The Geobubble technology is a unique, patented design of two bubbles assembled
one with the other by a central section, it has:
- no sharp edges in the design (thereby eliminating thinner and weaker areas),
- and no residual stress in the material thanks to the gentle curves that link two bubbles.
- 50% thicker than a traditional round
bubble material at its thinnest spot.
Geobubble™ covers are designed to give you
extended service life. They make you save
UV (Ultra-violet) ray attack
money, water and energy. They improve U.V.
radiation and chemical attack resistance.

50% thicker than the fragile zones
of classic bubbles

Chemical attacks

Large imprint capable
of withstanding air expansion

Harmonious shape
and even thickness

Extend your swimming season, save water and
maintenance products.
Protects, maintains or increases the water temperature, limits evaporation.
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The minimum for a controlled
budget
1

Limits photosynthesis and
therefore the formation of algae,
2

and saves on water treatment products.
3

Thermal efficiency,

and limitation of pool water evaporation.
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Maximum solar energy gains.

Strengthens the water’s ability to be heated
by the sun’s rays, limits the need to use a
water heating system

The combination of all the
advantages.
5

6
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The refreshing solution.

The increased reflectivity of CoolGuard™
Ultra significantly improves pool
temperature regulation. Its ice blue colour
improves the reflectivity of the visible and
infrared spectrum by 25%, creating a barrier
that reduces solar heating and guarantees a
refreshing bathing temperature.

Hybrid cover that is both opaque and clear,
providing good solar heating, avoiding
the spread of algae, keeping in heat, and
eliminating evaporation

Finishes :

ECO finish:
The most conomical.
Rough cut finish.

SOLO finish :
Economical version that can
be used with a roller.
Border on 1 width + eyelets.

DUOLIS finish :
Perfectly smooth finish.
Border on 2 widths + eyelets +
selvedge along 2 lengths.

QUATRO finish :
Luxury finish.
Border on 4 widths + eyelets.

Solar bubble covers

Geobubble™
500 µ

OXO
500 µ

400 µ
round bubble
covers

Strong
and thick

Guarantees

Heating power

Refreshing power

Blue 400

2 years* - 1 year* (Eco)

-

Blue / Black 400

2 years* - 1 year* (Eco)

-

Blue / Silver 400

2 years* - 1 year* (Eco)

-

Sun Energy Blue Clear 400

2 years* - 1 year* (Eco)

-

OXO Blue 500

5 years* - 2 years* (Eco)

-

OXO Blue Clear 500

5 years* - 2 years* (Eco)

-

Geobubble™ Blue 500

3 years* - 2 years* (Eco)

-

Geobubble Sol+Guard™ 500

6 years* - 2 years* (Eco)

-

Geobubble New EnergyGuard™ 500

6 years* - 2 years* (Eco)

-

Geobubble CoolGuard™ Ultra 500

6 years* - 2 years* (Eco)

Limitation of
heat loss

Reduced
photosynthesis

-

-

-

-

IDENTITY CARD
Fabric Bubble cell polyethylene.
Weight 400 µ : 368 g/m² - 500 µ : 560 g/m².
Treatment Anti-U.V.
Assembly Ultrasound welding.
Finish Stitched polyethylene reinforcement + eyelets every 50 cm on the roller side** and in each corner on the opposite side.***
Dimensional stability : ± 1,5 %.
Guarantee From 1 to 6 years depending on the model and finish. See our general conditions of sale

• An anti-U.V. protective slipcover, • 2 ball-ended toggle cords for
slipcover attachment.

* Depending on the model and finish. See our general conditions of sale
**Except ECO model.
***Except ECO and SOLO models.

OPTION

The roller, the ideal complement for your cover.
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